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This is a poker game played were the player gets 5 cards and
the house gets six cards. The game dealt from a standard 52
card deck.
There are 5 OR 6 player options in this game.
There are 3 bets .
The Big Slick bet , recommended a 1 $ minimum,
however it may be table minimum .
A bonus bet this may be either a 1$ minimum or the table
minimum. The table minimum is recommended.
The play bet this is the table minimum .
The house may decide if they will allow the Bonus ,or
Big Slick bet to be played without the play bet . The house may
allow more to be bet on the bonus ,or big slick bet than the
play bet, and how much (2 x,3x, etc.). The House may also have
a lower limit on the Bonus ,and or Big Slick than the play bet.
Dealing Big Slick Stud
To start the game the house deals each player 5 cards 4 down
and one up . If dealt out of a shoe the house may elect to give
the first player all 5 of their cards before proceeding to the
next player . Or the house may deal one card to each player
then one to the house and repeat until all players have 5 cards.
If the latter is chosen the house will get two consecutive cards
at the end of the deal. When dealing one card at a time the
players 5TH card is face up as is the house's 6th card.
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When dealing all five cards at once the first card out becomes
the up card. Subsequent cards are tucked under the first card
as they are pulled out of the shoe.
When dealt by machine the top card is the up card. The
house will take their 5 cards and then the next top card off the
next set of 5 from the machine. All hands are dealt from the
dealers left to right .
THE BIG SLICK BET
The first bet is the big slick bet an optional bet that the
dealers
up card and players up card will make one of the following
hands.
Ace King Suited
Pair of ACES
Pair of KINGS
ACE KING unsuited
Any other pair
Starting at the dealers right , all big slick bets will be paid or
taken . The players will then look at their cards to see if they
want to play their play bet or surrendertheir bet and be
finished with the hand. Players will tuck all 5 cards under their
play bet if they wish to play the hand.
If they wish to surrender they will place their cards in front of
their hand (closest to the dealer) face down . Anytime a player
surrenders their play bet they also lose their bonus bet, and
thel-1 bonus for two pair on the play bet.
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The Bonus and Play bets
The house always qualifies one hand at a time they will turn
over each players hand starting from third base. (dealers
right) .First to be acted on is the Play bet if the player beats the
house with less than 2 pair they win even money. If the player
has two pair or better and beats the house they will win even
money plus a 1-1 bonus. If the house hand beats the player
,and the player has two pair or better they will lose their hand
but still get the 1-1 bonus. The net effect being a push.
If the hands are a 5 card tie. The player wins 3-1 plus 1$ (the
big slick lucky buck) A flush and 5 cards of equal value
unsuited do not push.
After the play bet the dealer will take & pay the bonus bet
before moving on to the next player. The bonus wins off the
bonus pay table .The house hand has no effect on the players
bonus.
The house may set the maximum aggregate limit at what ever
amount they desire within WSGC rules.
Players may not side bet on another players
hand. Players may not bet on the house hand. Betting on the
big slick bet does not constitute betting on the house hand.
Players may not show their hand or discuss their hand with
other players. Any irregularities , such as a misdeal are to be
handled by the house's standard procedures for such
occurrences . The house procedure must comply with WSGC
rules.
The following pay tables are available for this game .
THEPLAYBET
Play bet pay table one . Pays even money unless the player has
2 pair or better. Two pair or better pays a bonus equal to the
original bet regardless of win or loss on the hand.
PLAY BET PAY TABLE 2
Pay table two pays even money if the player wins an is a loss if
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they don't regardless of the hand .
In both pay tables the player has the option to surrender their
hand and lose half the play bet before the house cards are
turned over.

Table one Play bet house edge.
House edge 5.5535% ifthe player has two pair or better they win a bonus of 1-1 on their
play bet A player with 2 pair against a house 3 of a kind would lose their play bet but win
the 1-1 bonus for a net result of a push . A player with 2 pair vs. an inferior house hand
will win 1-1 on the hand plus the 1-1 bonus for a net result of a 2$ win for each dollar
bet.
The big slick bet, and bonus bet have the following pay tables.

Operator cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 230-15040 and WAC 230-15-140.
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Big Slick table 1
PAY

HAND

ACE-KING Suited
Pair of ACES

40
25
20
15
9

House edge 2. 1116%
Bonus wager pqy table 1
PAY

HAND

200
125
50

40
25
20
8

3
2

2.2743% house edge
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big slick Pay Table2

_
PAY

!
HAND

ir of ACES

25

Pair of KINGS

20

ACE-KING

15
9

House edge 3.6199%
Table 5: Big Slick bonus bet expected value summary, pay table 2.
Bonus wager pqy table 2
HAND

200
125
50

25
20
15
3 of a Kind

10

Two Pairs

3
or Better

House edge pay table 2 is 3.1545%

2
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Pay table 3
Big Slick pay table 3

HAND

House edge 4.8265%
Table 6: Big Slick bonus bet expected value summary, pay table 3.
Bonus wager pay table 3

HAND

The Bonus wager pays a minimum of 2 to 1 for a pair of jacks or better. A pair of 10'sor less is a
losing hand. With the pay schedule shown above , the bonus wager carries a house edge of

5.2673%

